Q & A
NUMC Formal Sealed Bid Proposal # MC56-11050-5303
Building and Masonry Supplies

See responses below in red:

1. When you say "C Select Pine " do you mean "clear"?
   C select Pine is the grade of pine that we are looking for, and is what we typically see stamped on the product

2. Is the sandpaper "all purpose" or for wood? And are they 9 x 11 sheets?
   Sandpaper – different grit is already listed – typically for use with wood. Can be priced per pack and then list the size and quantity of sheets per pack for comparison.

3. Page 53...Cylinder block or do you mean concrete block ( and if so, is it Hollow block, or solid ) Hollow concrete block

4. Page 52 ...Pasload finishing nails, are they galvanized? or regular? Regular nails